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Summer has come and gone and fall brings with it an excitement for the upcoming semester of 

CIP course offerings at the Insurance Institute.  As I look back on the past year I am very happy to 

say that even though the insurance industry in Alberta has experienced a number of challenges, 

we have had a successful year.   

Our seminar committee has been working diligently at providing our membership with a wide 

variety of seminars on current topics.    These seminars are a great way to keep up with new 

trends and issues in the industry or to refresh your knowledge.   

Just recently the Insurance Institute launched CE OnDemand.  CE OnDemand will provide access 

anytime anywhere to relevant courses, such as Cyber, Overland Flood Risk and Insuring the 

Sharing Economy to help you stay ahead of the curve and meet your clients changing needs.   

The new Advanced CIP program has been released in stages over the past year with the final 

course “A340 Applied Business Practices in Insurance” being held for the first time this 

September.   So far this program has been well received by students and serves as good 

preparation for those students who are looking to move onto the Fellowship Program.   

Similarly the IIC Risk Management Certificate Program which launched in Fall 2015 now has all 

three courses available for registration as of July 2016.  The courses are all done online and once 

completed if the students can go on to complete the GRMI exams to earn the CRM designation.  

We are never too old to want to learn and expand your knowledge; both the CRM and Advanced 

CIP courses are a great way do so.   

Of course we like to have some fun at the Institute and we are happy to have the continued 

support of the insurance industry at recent events such as the golf tournament, Edmonton 

Eskimos game, and I am happy to say the Oil Kings opening game at Rogers Place which has hit 

capacity.  Just a reminder that Convocation, our capstone event will once again be held at the 

Oasis centre on November 24
th

 so be sure to come out and support your fellow industry 

professionals.    

Finally, the continued success of the Insurance Institute of Northern Alberta would not be 

possible if not for the number of volunteers who have given their time.  I would like to thank 

those who have done so in the past and look to continue to do so in the future and would 

encourage anyone else who would like to get involved to please contact the Insurance Institute 

office, there are many fun and exciting opportunities in which to help out.   
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Insurance Institute of Northern 

Alberta’s Winter 2017 Semester: 

 

Evening Classes 
 

Virtual Classes 

Fast Track Classes 
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On November 24th, 2016, the curtain will rise on an 

exciting afternoon dedicated to a deserving group of 

individuals; our graduates and award winners.  

It is customary for graduates to receive their 

certificates at the Annual Convocation & Awards 

Luncheon. This year it will be held on Thursday, 

November 24th, 2016, at The Oasis Centre, 10930 

– 177 St, Edmonton, Alberta. We will be hosting a 

pre-grad reception, for graduates only at 11:15 am in 

the foyer.  

Tickets are available at a cost of $85.00 (including 

GST) or Tables of 8 can be purchased for $640.50 

(including GST). The deadline to purchase tickets is 

Thursday, November 10, 2016. Call today to order 

your tickets, (780) 424-1268. 
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Every day, hundreds of insurance industry professionals voluntarily give 

their time and talent to the Insurance Institute of Northern Alberta. Their 

roles vary from Council members to Committee Members to exam 

proctors to Career Connections ambassadors. Through our volunteers, 

we have successfully served and transformed professionals in the 

insurance industry. Thank you! 

Volunteering has great benefits, including professional development, 

making new contacts and a valuable contribution to the education of the 

industry. To learn more about how you can become involved as a 

volunteer, contact us at iinamail@insuranceinstitute.ca 

 


